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¹ Boston Consulting Group
² IMF, The World Bank Group

talent resource. 

 

economy and stimulating growth. 

Yet there is a wide gap between potential and reality. Women’s access to boardroom 

education, and face stringent social and cultural restrictions against joining the  
labor force. 

So, while notable progress has been made toward gender equality in many ways, 

participation in business, society and the economy.

contributions women can make. Women are the next emerging market in the world 

from US$13 trillion to US$18 trillion. That incremental US$5 trillion is almost twice 

women will control close to 75% of discretionary spending worldwide.¹ Women own 
about a third of all businesses in the world, and nearly half of those businesses are  

 

 
local communities, and for EY, this includes supporting our own women  

In the following pages you can read more about how we are helping to economically 

Nicky Major 
Global Corporate Sustainability Leader

 ‘Over the next decade,  
the impact of women on  
the global economy will be 

that of China and India.’
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Opportunity to capitalize on women’s 
contributions

and business leaders can take to harness women’s unique talents 
and skills to propel the global economy, from increasing the 
number of women in senior leadership positions in companies  
to ensuring the education of girls.

Making this happen
The subject of women on boards is occupying headlines  

 
 

that corporations with a higher proportion of women in top 
management show more successful growth in terms of a range  
of goals including operating results, employee satisfaction, public 
image and stock price.

 
the progression of women on boards. CEO Champions, inspired 

Economy and Society. It gathers roughly 30 top male and female 

to promoting women’s leadership within their organizations, and 
who seek to communicate broadly about the role of company 
leaders in creating broad-ranging change. They discuss their 

up in recent years that encourage or require companies to include 
women in leadership and management roles. Its goal is to discuss 

in the most recent meeting were Global Vice Chair — Public Policy, 

Alain Perroux. "Leading global companies recognize the strategic 

leadership ranks,’ says Beth. Alain adds: "The expanding group of 

The presence of women on boards is on our agenda elsewhere,  
as well. For example, we are supporters of the 2020 Women on 
Boards campaign in the US. It aims to increase the percentage  
of women on US corporate boards from 14.6% to 20% by 2020.  

Foundation, included more than 100 EY people and external 

potential
economicThe

 
“The Bottom Line: Corporate Performance and Women’s Representation on 

3 Chicago United. 
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In the UK too, we are supporting the increase in the number of 
women on boards. We are a founding member of the 30% Club, 

sustainable and faster change. 

(CEW), an organization of more than 150 women leaders across 
Australia, on the sales and support of the CEO Kit. The Kit was 

the facts in new ways and apply different approaches to address 
ingrained situations. We understand the questions organizations 

program implementation and measurement. 

O  

 

Switzerland, one of the most important on the global economic 
calendar. As well as contributing to discussions on globalization 
and the risk facing world economies, we hosted more than 500 

 
women’s leadership and the critical role women play in shaping 

 
 

and the President of ForbesWoman Moira Forbes paid tribute  
to members of the Forbes 100 Most Powerful Women list, a 
number of whom were present, including our own Beth Brooke. 

 
 

critical success factors for high-performing organizations, which  
is why they feature prominently in our report Looking beyond  
the obvious: globalization and new opportunities for growth,  

We are a key collaborator in the Forum’s Women Leaders and 
Gender Parity Program, which is committed to promoting women’s 
leadership and gender parity across the globe. We contributed to 
its Repository for Successful Practices for Gender Parity project, 
helping to build a central repository in which to collect companies’ 
leading practices for closing the gender gap.

25%
board, compared to only 9% for a 
uniform board.³ 



The importance of the public sector
Corporations aren’t the only places where women’s issues matter. 
The importance of the public sector cannot be underestimated.  

 

members — are responsible for the general welfare of their citizens 
 

 
are in the hands of the few. But, according to our own research, 
women hold just 20% of cabinet positions worldwide, and are  
twice as likely to hold a social portfolio as an economic one. 

 
them to connect with other women in similar positions at a  

increasingly interconnected world.

We publish the Worldwide Index of Women as Public Sector 
Leaders, our research showing women’s representation in  

 
 

 
 

ranked number one in the index, women accounted for only  
45% of its public sector leaders. 
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Supporting entrepreneurs
In addition to working with some of the world’s largest 

 
of women in senior roles, we know that entrepreneurs make a 

to make them a reality. They use their fresh thinking and hard  
 

adapting our experience, industry capabilities and resources  
to work for entrepreneurial, fast-growth companies. Our 
Entrepreneur Of The Year® program celebrates successful 
entrepreneurs, so they can share their stories, inspire others  

spans more than 140 cities in 50 countries, which together 
represent more than 90% of the global economy.

 

and for women across Asia and the world. 

EY Entrepreneurial Winning Women™

noticed that not enough women were represented at the highest 

women entrepreneurs with established, successful businesses and 
clear potential to scale — and then helps them do  
it. The leadership program and national competition introduces 

strategic alliances, customers and suppliers who can help the 
entrepreneurs think bigger, scale their companies and become 
market leaders. In seeking to increase the number of market-
leading companies run by women, the organization targets ‘the 

essential tools needed to grow to scale.

Australia, Brazil, Canada, Indonesia and the US. We’re planning to 

region practices, and in mainland China and Hong Kong, South 
Africa and Russia soon.

networks and guidance, we’re able to help 
these talented women access capital, 

the processes in place to radically expand 

growth of 26%.’ 

Kerrie MacPherson, Entrepreneurial Winning Women 
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The Women Athletes Global 
Leadership Network  
 

the leadership potential of elite female athletes and 

The Women Athletes Global Leadership Network is a 
new EY program that will connect women athletes who 
seek meaningful careers outside their sports with retired 
elite athletes, including women Olympians, who 

EY will also connect these women athletes with our 
robust business network of top women leaders and 

sports in their background. The network will be designed 
to share lessons learned from career transitions, to 
mentor, open doors and create opportunities and  
to inspire the next generation to maximize their 
potential. 
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Fostering opportunities 
More broadly, we are supporters of a range of organizations and 

to women across the world.

We are a founding member of Third Billion Campaign — a global 

fully participate in the global economy by 2025. The third 
billion refers to the idea that the impact of women on the 
global economy – as producers, entrepreneurs, employees  

one-billion-plus populations of China and India, if not greater. 
The Campaign, launched by La Pietra Coalition, prepares  

 

 
in the global economy.

Beth Brooke is a leading member of the International Council 

 

issues in international business and economic policy, including 

consortium of major corporations and top business schools 

careers through access to business education, opportunities 
and a community of successful women. The Foundation has  

 
its network.

We support Vital Voices, which works alongside senior 

in Africa, Asia, Eurasia, Latin America, the Caribbean and 
the Middle East. These women then return home to train and 
mentor women and girls in their communities. 

in a number of ways, including through our people being 
represented on its board.

We are a founding member of WEConnect International, an 
organization committed to helping women entrepreneurs 

supported its expansion. We are local members in Canada, 



US$1m
 

through our donation of US$1m  
to Catalyst’s Changing Workplaces, 
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through our donation of US$1m to Catalyst’s Changing 

how the under-representation of women on corporate boards 

directors can enable successful leadership in the boardroom, 

membership organization expanding opportunities for women 
and business. 

are members, is to inspire, connect and empower a community 
of global leaders to forge solutions to the world’s most 
pressing challenges. We are working with CGI, WeConnect, 

women-owned businesses in global supply chains.

We sponsor the Women in Business Conference in China. 

social change.

 
Hong Kong, which is dedicated to leading, inspiring and 

people and communities. 

BoardAgender in Singapore facilitates a greater awareness and 

Women in Leadership Conference in Malaysia is sponsored  
by EY.

Inclusion, a new India-based network run by Community 

connect with each other.

Our Belgium and Netherlands region (BeNe) was a key sponsor 

has plans to sponsor the 2013 Conference.

Women’s Club.

conference in Belgium and the Netherlands.

Charter and for 2013 are the chair of the Board of the Charter 
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UN Women’s Empowerment Principles
EY is a signatory of the UN Women’s Empowerment  
Principles, a set of principles for business offering guidance on 
how to empower women in the workplace, marketplace and 
community. They are the result of a collaboration between the 
United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment 
of Women (UN Women) and the United Nations Global Compact. 
They are:

2. Treat all women and men fairly at work — respect and support 
human rights and non-discrimination

3. Ensure the health, safety and well-being of all women and  
men workers

 
for women

 
and marketing practices that empower women

 
gender equality

Leading the debate
EY has created a strong brand around women’s economic 

 
the business case for gender equality:

Women in Africa — powerful untapped resources

Thinking big: how to accelerate the growth of  
women-owned companies

Groundbreakers: using the strength of women to rebuild  
the world economy

Scaling up: why women-owned businesses can recharge  
the global economy

The new global mindset: driving innovation through  
diverse perspectives

Women in leadership — how smart are you?

Getting on Board: women join boards at higher rates,  
though progress comes slowly

High achievers: recognizing the power of women to spur 
business and economic growth
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beyond our doors
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supplier base and building relationships with suppliers who 
 

businesses as an integral component of our strategic sourcing 

women-owned businesses are incorporated into our sourcing 

professionals who are assigned to lead our ongoing efforts to 

encourage suppliers to register in our database so that they will 

their industry areas. 

businesses, we sponsor the Women’s Business Enterprize 
National Conference. In addition, we are a founding member  

businesses, and we are local members of WeConnect Canada, 

leadership roles within these organizations. Our India practice  
is assisting WeConnect with pro bono work to help identify a 
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The

generation
women entrepreneurs, we know that there are many more who 

this happen. 

Helping entrepreneurs grow
Accelerate 
At EY we recognize that starting a business can be a daunting 
prospect. Turning a fantastic idea into a tangible product or 

sharing. We also offer our entrepreneurs, of which 56% are 
women, the chance to work one-on-one with our people, clients 

entrepreneurs to share ideas with and to offer challenge around 
their business planning. Through Accelerate, our people are 
working with a fast-growing network of entrepreneurs across the 
UK, backing them and championing the small businesses that will 
grow the economy. 

BiD Network  

the Netherlands, our people coach entrepreneurs in emerging 

business cases and the best ideas get turned into reality, as the 
entrepreneurs behind the winning business plans are linked to 

business experience and knowledge with entrepreneurs from 

helped the organization create jobs and income through these 

coaching partner for its Women in Business competition. 

next
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Endeavor 

our talented people — to helping the entrepreneurs accelerate their 
businesses. Our people from the Americas and our Financial 

support high-impact entrepreneurs in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 

and Uruguay.

international selection panels where high-impact entrepreneurs 

Kiva 

more than 970,000 borrowers in 67 countries. In 2012, 83% of 

and building their local communities. Its mission is to connect 

NFTE 
We are proud to support the Network For Teaching 
Entrepreneurship (NFTE), which brings entrepreneurship 
education to low-income teenagers at risk of dropping out of 

education to more than 500,000 young people worldwide who 

people, the students learn about entrepreneurships as they create 
business plans for their ideas and compete in classroom, city-wide 

judging business plan competitions, mentoring students  

supported NFTE in Belgium, Chile, China, Colombia, Germany, 
India, Ireland, Israel, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, and the US

the US 

so far granted 17 college scholarships to top NFTE US 
graduates, amounting to nearly US$125,000 

presented NFTE Youth Entrepreneurship Awards in countries 
where NFTE has a presence and we host our Entrepreneur Of 
The Year Awards 

Maria Pinelli, EY, Global Vice Chair, Strategic Growth Markets, 

organization’s long-term commitment to fostering 
entrepreneurship globally and its support of youth 
entrepreneurship through NFTE (2012) 

The Next 36 
We’re helping The Next 36 nurture Canada’s next generation of 

program that helps launch the careers of Canada’s most promising 

with the academic foundation, practical skills, role models and 
networks to become Canada’s next generation of entrepreneurial 

businesses they hope to create, our people are there to help them 

become tomorrow’s game-changers. By setting the bar high, 
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Our Women of Africa research shows that the challenges faced by 
African women are numerous. Key to the strategy of unlocking 

launched NextGen, which aims to create a network of support that 
empowers the next generation of women leaders in Africa and 

assistance to participants, as well as their schools and families. So 
far 30 schoolgirls, between the ages of 15 and 18, were selected 

consisting of three leadership-camp-style courses – My Continent, 

about setting these young people up for the long term and helping 

Focusing on the potential of youth
We are one of the world’s great training organizations. We 
pioneered campus recruiting and staff education in the early part 

people, and so we work hard to broaden access to education all 

the talent pool from which we recruit and helping to establish the 

for generations. Children of educated mothers, especially 

Women: The next emerging market  The next generation
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Creating a new cycle of change
A long term approach to increasing access to education has much 
more impact than short-term strategies. With that in mind, many 

education of India’s young people.

For example: 

support is matched by the organization. Some support up to 10 
children through EY India’s Student Scholarship Program which 
currently supports, 2,300 children – most of whom would be 

in English and math for 30,500 children in 317 schools in 
Northern Karnataka. 

– animated educational lessons – created in collaboration 

distributed to all primary schools across the state of Haryana.

Our people fund the Ensuring Children Learn Program run  

approximately 10,000 children.

EY Foundation signed an memorandum of understanding with 
 

sustainable model. The students are funded through soft loans 
repayable after they become gainfully employed. 

Ensuring future opportunities
 

educational opportunities:

�
program targets economically challenged high-school students 

extra help creating the ‘MAP’ that will take them there. We 

organization committed to raising the academic aspirations 

access to, and succeed in college. CFES has helped more than 

mentors are matched with groups of local high school students 
for monthly sessions focused on awareness and persistence. 

College MAP will expand to more than 20 cities, which means 

across the country. 

 The power of MAP can inspire one student, then 10, then a 
class, and ultimately it can inspire a whole school, as we saw 

�
Program was funded and created by our people as a result of 
recognizing that Australian students are dropping mathematics 
as a high school curriculum subject at a historically high rate, 

Research shows that continuing with any kind of mathematical 
study, including technology-based subjects, is the strongest 
indicator of a student’s likelihood to complete tertiary studies. 
Students who complete the program participate in a number 
of workshops about project management on topics such as 

 

facilitate and mentor students as part of these sessions, 

life and the working world, and to encourage them to continue 
studying these key subjects.
life and the working world, and 
studying these key subjects.
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Diversity within EY is serious business, too.  
Ever-increasing globalization demands that our people think, 
act and learn globally to draw upon the diverse talents across 
our organization and to deliver exceptional client service. If 
all of us can truly leverage the individual strengths, talents 
and unique perspectives of everyone in our teams, we can 
build deeper relationships with our colleagues and clients and 
drive better decisions. We strive for diversity of thought to 
bring the best-quality service to our clients, so we are 
fostering a people-oriented culture with consistent support at 
every level of the organization. A strong “tone at the top” from 
senior leaders is where this starts, but every member of our 
organization plays a part. 

Our focus on developing women as professionals and as 
leaders continues to drive our progress in diversity and 
inclusiveness, as well as in the marketplace. 
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increase awareness, understanding, leadership accountability, 

local leadership accountability.

 

culture. One such example is in Belgium and the Netherlands, 
where one of their key performance indicators (KPIs) committed 
to a minimum of 25% of partner promotions going to women – 

recruiting, retention, job assignments and promotions. Our 

Gender statistics are key to enabling us to measure progress 

enabling us to participate in external benchmarking programs, 
such as the 

equity through greater transparency in publishing data.

 

committees. The training acknowledges that stereotypes can’t 

decisions. In Central and Southeast Europe (CSE), one of our 

unconscious bias, along with maternity coaching, disability 

management, work-life balance and the inclusion of people from 
different cultures, while in Italy and Spain, a compulsory one-day 
training – Feedback is an Attitude – goes beyond unconscious bias 

organization to reach out to our recruitment suppliers with 
a session on unconscious bias.

of course, crucial. In addition to making sure the recruitment 
suppliers we work with understand our needs, we also target 
women candidates. In Germany, for example, we focus on 
targeting female candidates through a range of recruitment 

Many of our core approaches to helping our people reach their 

their careers with us.

Flexibility
Empowering our people to choose how, when and where they 

working policies such as career breaks, term time working,  

solutions helps us attract and retain the high-performing,  

Parenthood
Parenthood can be equally life-altering for men and women.  

through this change. Our policies on maternity, adoption and 

backup-care plans. 

new mothers to stay connected to the organization while not 

pediatrician to discuss parenting issues and managing a  

coaching because we’re committed to retaining our people.  
 

birth parents, because we want all of our parents to reach  
their personal and professional goals.
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Health and well-being
Health and well-being programs around the world are not just 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) added a separate 

Wellness program includes workshops around issues such as 

all of our people can be successful. Included are modules that 
 

program for high-performing, high-potential senior managers. 

become a leader at EY. The goal of the program is  
to create partners with strong market leadership skills, a global 
mindset, wider networks and a broader understanding of our 
business. It enables increased consistency and quality in our 
internal admissions and facilitates the engagement and retention 
of our strongest leadership talent. Our people are selected by 

 
are sought.

testament to our commitment to supporting women in the 
workplace. The Women’s Foundation 2012-2013 Mentoring 

mentoring and increase networking opportunities. The Hong 
Kong-based program is aimed at high-potential professional 
women looking to take the next big step in their careers. Called 

female mentors drawn from Hong Kong’s most successful 
businesswomen, entrepreneurs, women in media, NGO leaders 

cohort of the FSO Future Leaders Program in EMEIA. 

The Difference is You

transgender, parenting and women. 

step of the way.

Framework for success 
Our EMEIA Women’s Leadership program, run on our behalf  

senior women and strengthens the female pipeline to EY partner 

women wanted in order to help them realize their potential, 
helping us understand what we needed to do better or 
differently. The program is highly successful in increasing the 

promoted.

 

career and putting a plan in place to get there.

 

transform our culture; and inspires commitment to practice 

Program pairs high-potential partners and principals — across  

Women: The next emerging market  Leading inclusively
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Career Watch
Career Watch is intended to support the career 

 
 
 

their potential.

It works by pairing up each person in the program 
with a partner of the organization who will be  
his or her Career Watcher, meeting the Career  
Watchee at least three or four times per year,  
with responsibility for supporting the Watchee’s 

opportunities and other leadership roles.

 
by identifying areas where EY needs  
to learn and change. They are tasked with 
implementing this change across the organization  

From Belgium and the Netherlands, an early  
adopter of Career Watch, through the CIS, India,  
the Mediterranean, Sweden, UK and the US, our 

20220020202020202202200202002020202002022022020
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Connecting women

fast-tracking women to leadership positions or setting quotas.  
At EY, it’s about making sure that women and men get the same 
opportunities they need to reach their potential. 

 
and sponsors. Women networks exist to share best practices, 
successes, ideas and encourage debates and to bring a sense  
of community. Successful networks help women feel empowered 
to succeed. 

Across the world, our internal networks help women manage  
the challenges they face in and out of the workplace. The  

become a leadership group for all our women and who support 
talented women. The networks attract a peer group of like-
minded professionals who can share and understand the issues 
women face in managing their careers.

We understand, too, that parenthood can present challenges. 
Often the age at which people become parents coincides with  
a challenging point in their career, and we aim to support parents 
at this time, including those in same-sex families.

Here’s a selection of highlights from some of our networks 
around the world: 

We run more than 50 Professional Women’s Networks 
 

 
the Issues on My Mind™ series, which has allowed us to bring 
together leading women professionals from our external 
client base, resulting in networking opportunities and sharing 

WEConnect.

With more than 2,500 members, the UK Women’s Network  
 

a Female Entrepreneurs Network. 

With a ratio of women to men at 51:49 in India, the three 
programs the Indian Professional Women’s Network supports 

by the Nordic region offers practical networking sessions and 
a toolkit to help them build the clients and networks they 

 
a Professional Women’s Network and a Working Parent 
Network. Both were recognized with an award at the Women 
in Business Leadership Awards in Beijing.

In Italy, the Women at EY program launched with a role-model 
roundtable composed of leading business women as well  
as the Ministry of Equal Opportunities and the Professional 
Women Association. It’s been so successful there are plans  
to host similar focus groups in Spain and Portugal. 

With 49% women in the African organization, our women’s 

highlights women-based issues to the African Leadership 
team, and they work hard to counteract unconscious biases. 

Women’s Leadership Networks.

 

together as a region once a year. 

In Australia, The Adelaide Women’s Leadership Group 

The Melbourne Working Mothers Group includes a 

childcare options and solutions. GROW-IT – Growth and 

specially supporting and encouraging female tax 
professionals through a range of networking opportunities 
both inside and outside of the tax group. The Perth Parents 

from birth to age 5 to drug and alcohol awareness for 

and EY

stakeholders. In Belgium and the Netherlands, the Top 
Parents’ Program enables our women to think about how they 

Practical hints and tips help women deal  

The UK Parents’ Network has become so popular and has 

network now also includes a forum for parents of children 
with special needs.
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Awards and recognition 
We’re proud of our award-wining efforts around the world to 

awards, including FORTUNE’s 100 Best Companies to Work For. 

number of companies sharing that distinction. 

result of our support of women: 

12th-best multinational to work for by Great Place to Work — 
the only Big Four organization in the top 25 (Global)

Women (US)

Working Mother Media’s list of the 100 Best Companies for 

10, and 16 years on the list in total (US)

Rewarding excellence
 

 
on a daily basis. Here are just a few of our programs:

Our Middle East and North Africa Sub-Area conducted the 
2012 Female Role Model program recognizing the outstanding 
female colleagues who were nominated by their teams. The 
awards program marked the celebration of International 

Our Australian leadership award program is aptly named after 

21 EY Women for the 21st Century is a program where  
UK employees nominate female colleagues who demonstrate 

 
 

Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Award 
(Australia)

EY’s Professional Women’s Network and Working Parent 
Network recognized by Women in Business Leadership Awards 
(China)

Best Workplace in Cyprus by InBusiness (Cyprus)

India’s Best Company for Women (India)

Great Place to Work Institute’s Best Companies to Work for 
(Mexico)

Great Place to Work Institute 50 best places to work (UK)

Top 30 Employers for Working Families (UK)

Equal Opportunity for Women in the Workplace Award 
(Australia)

Listed among America’s Top Corporations for Women’s 
Business Enterprises, Women’s Business Enterprise National 
Council (WBENC in US) for four years
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and 
advisory services. The insights and quality services we 
deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets 
and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding 
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our 
stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a 
better working world for our people, for our clients and for 
our communities.

EY refers to the global organization and may refer to one or 
more of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, 
each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global 
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not 
provide services to clients. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com.
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